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Today’s Agenda

Topic 1: Equity & Community—20 min

Topic 2: Overcoming Disparities—20 min

Topic 3: Allies & Connections—15 min

Panel Perspectives—20 min

Wrap-up—5 min

Introduction
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Mission Statement:

Identify new approaches and 
tools to address equity issues 
for at-risk communities 
during the transition to a 
clean economy
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Principles for Equity in a Clean Energy Economy
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• Keeping the lights on and maintaining power quality
• Adapting grid for distributed generation and smart tech
• Providing greater resiliency for vulnerable communities 

Resilient

Affordable
• Lowering energy burden on at-risk customers
• Providing greater access to financing and consumer credit
• Evaluating clean energy investments on rates and rate design

Equitable 
• Improving universal access, including clean energy
• Ensuring inclusion in strategy/decisions (procedural equity)
• Ensuring fair division of costs and benefits (distributive equity)

Clean 
• Significantly reducing carbon emissions and other pollutants 
• Adapting to and mitigating negative climate change impacts
• Promoting sustainable approaches to serving at-risk customers



The Lived Experience
Insights on resolving disparities from the front lines
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Rev. Dr. Ambrose Carroll, Sr., 
Green the Church

Rev. Leathan “Buck” Magee, 
Access & Opportunity Links

Esperanza “Espe” Vielma, 
Environmental Justice 
Coalition for Water

Stephany Nihipali Vaioleti
Hawaii Energy

Moderator
Judith Schwartz
To the Point
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Panel Perspectives—20 min



Green The Church

● Amplifying Green Theology

● Promoting Sustainable Practices 

● Building Power for Political & 
Economic Change

www.Greenthechurch.org
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Ambrose@greenthechurch.org

mailto:Ambrose@greenthechurch.org
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mailto:Ambrose@greenthechurch.org
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https://www.accessandopportunitylinks.com/

mageebuck02@yahoo.com
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https://ejcw.org

Water is a Human Right.
Access to clean, safe, and affordable 
water is a fundamental human right 
essential for a healthy population, 
environment, and economy. Many 
communities, particularly those of low-
income and communities of color are 
under-served. Unlike other groups, 
these communities lack access to 
safe, affordable water for drinking, 
subsistence, cultural, and/or 
recreational uses. Water justice will 
only be achieved when inclusive, 
community-based forms of water 
management are developed and we 
address the health and environmental 
burdens low-income communities and 
communities of color bear.

espe@ejc4w.org
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Stephany.Vaioleti@leidos.com

https://hawaiienergy.com/
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Energy 
Equity Hui
A statewide government-
nongovernment collaborative, 
working to ensure equitable 
transformation in our quest to 
meet our 2045 clean energy goals
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Topic 1: Equity & Community
20 minutes
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Race

IncomeNeighborhood
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Topic 2: Overcoming Disparities
20 minutes



Credit: Jenica Taylor 33
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Topic 3: Allies & Connections
15 minutes
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Judith Schwartz, 
To the Point

Judith@tothept.com
www.tothept.com

650-906-9927

DEFG is a customer insights 
and advisory firm in the 
utility space. Through 

collaborative research, 
data analysis and peer-to-
peer networking, we help 

our clients achieve ways to 
better serve their 

customers.

mailto:Judith@tothept.com
http://www.tothept.com/


Follow-up Survey

1. What resonates with you most from today’s Lived Experience panel discussion?

2. What do you imagine doing differently in your own work as a result? 

3. How would you like to see your organization act more equitably in the future?

4. What questions would you most like to pose to a dedicated social justice activist?

5. What questions would you most like to ask a committed environmental activist?
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https://app.sli.do/event/jhznv5s7

https://app.sli.do/event/jhznv5s7

